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GUIDELINES FOR USERS
1.

LOGIN

1.1. How do I get access to ProjectWEB

To get access to ProjectWEB you must have a ProjectWEB login. It is ordered by sending an email to
MR@ramboll.dk or KHLH@ramboll.dk. You will receive an email with a link to ProjectWEB.
Click on the link and ProjectWEB opens. Here you need to fill in the missing information and choose a
password. Once this is done, you will be notified that the establishment is accepted and you can now log on.
Select LOGIN and the login page to your ProjectWEB opens. If you are affiliated with several ProjectWEB the
ProjectWEB you were working on when you last logged in is displayed.
1.2. Access after changing to new version

The first time you log in to the new version of ProjectWEB you need to have a new password. On the Login
screen, tap Forgotten Password. Then you will receive an email with the link to choose a password.
1.3. Forgotten Password

If you have forgotten your password or want to change it, press Forgot password, enter your User ID and press
send. You will then receive an email with a link to change the password. Click on the link and ProjectWEB site
for change password opens. Enter your new password twice and press confirm. You then receive a message
that your password has been changed. Now press LOGIN, give up your e-mail and the new password. This
brings you into your ProjectWEB page.
1.4. Access to more than one ProjectWEB

If you need to have access to more than one ProjectWEB, ask the ProjectWEB owner for permission. You will
then receive an email from the owner with a link to the ProjectWEB. You click on the link and a new
ProjectWEB front opened.

2.

GENERAL

2.1. Sections
The main page of ProjectWEB consists of three sections::
➢
➢
➢

Folder section
Document list section
Metadata/detail section

You can resize each section by pulling the two dividing lines.

2.1.1. Default size

The individual sections can be resized by dragging the dividers If the size you want to change to your standard
size, touch Restore. If you press Restore once more, the size of the global standard size.
2.1.2. Maximize section.

If you want to see a section in full screen, press the Maximize button.
2.2. Information notes

If operations are performed are not correct or if you save a document with incorrect metadata will be made
aware of this in the status bar. You see a blue icon with an exclamation point and a brief description of the
error. A more detailed description can be seen if you press the blue symbol. The description will disappear
after 5 seconds. If you wish to maintain the note pressed thumbtack. There may be various symbols,
depending on whether it is a notification, an error or a warning.

2.3. Pager

If there is more data than can be placed on one page you can switch pages by pressing the pager on the
bottom of the screen.

If you wish to select all documents in a list including documents beyond the screen use CTRL + SHIFT + A.
2.4. Switching between projects

When you logon ProjectWEB, opens the ProjectWEB, which you were last logged on. If you need to switch to
another, press the down arrow besides the project name, and all of the ProjectWEB you have access to is
displayed, then you can choose which project you want to work with.
2.5. Options

When choosing from a list, start by typing a letter in the input field. This displays a list of options. The list
consists of data that contains the character or sequence of character you have written, not only those which
starts with the inscribed.

2.5.1. Screen setup

3.

DOCUMENTS

3.1. Folder section
3.1.1. Create sub folders

If you need to create a subfolder, select the folder in which the subfolder is to be placed. You got to have
ownership rights to the selected folder for doing this. When you press the “New subfolder” icon, you is given
the opportunity to write a folder name. Type the name and press the OK button. The new folder appears in
the folder tree. The focus remains on the top folder.

The subfolder inherits the user rights from the main folder.
3.1.2. Show folder properties

3.1.3. Folder user access

If you want to see, who has access to a folder, select the folder and press the “Show folder access”. This will
display a list of users with rights, and the rights they have.

3.1.4. Show folders

If the folder list is unfolded into many levels, it can be assembled by pressing the icon “Show Folders”.
3.1.5. Show document list in folder

If you press “Show document list” a list of the documents in the actual folder will be shown.
3.1.6. Subscribe folder

If you are interested in what is going on in a particular folder, you can subscribe the folder then you will get a
mail every time something happens in the folder, click on the icon Subscriptions. MY SUBSCRIPTIONS
displayed in a table with columns Folder Name, Interval, Next planned and amendments.
Flagged folder is at the top. Click Interval drop down list and change to what you want. 'The changes from' and
'Next Scheduled' is filled with relevant information and status bar at the bottom says that there are
subscribed.
3.1.7. Delete folder

To delete a folder, you must have owner rights to the folder.
Select the folder and press Delete folder. Now you can choose to either delete the folder and all content or
you can move the subfolders and document to the parent folder. If you delete folder and content it can not be
restored. When you have made your choice press delete.

If any of the deleted documents were labelled as current, the system will subsequently put the most recently
uploaded document from the document family as current.

3.1.8. Search

Select Documents in the menu line and press the search icon in the folder list section. The screen now
shows 3 fields, with the possibility of partly choose which folders and partly how you want to search and
eventually the metadata you want to search in.
All 3 methods give possibility of using wildcards
% replacement for zero or more characters
_ Replacement for a single character
➢

"Disk%"
Finds all documents where the document number begins with "Disk":

➢
➢

%Disk%
Finds all documents where Document number contains "Disk":

➢

“_isk”
Finds all documents where the field begins with any character, followed by "isk":

➢

“D_s_k”
Finds all documents where the field place beginning with "D", followed by any character, followed by
"s", followed by any character, followed by "k" and ending with anything.

3.1.8.1 Text search method

"Contains Text" allows you to search with wildcards.
% replacement for zero or more characters
_ Replacement for a single character

Examples:

3.1.8.2 Normal search

If you use “normal Search” you have to type the whole content of the field

I want to search in the current folder with subfolders
I want to search for documents which metadata field "Location" exactly "Ørestaden"

➢
➢

I want to search in the current folder with subfolders
I want to search for documents which metadata field "Location" matches exactly "Ørestaden"

3.1.8.3 Starts with

➢

I want to search in the current folder

➢ I want to search for documents where Location field starts with ”R”
1.1.1 Searching for numbers

➢

”123”
Searching for the exact value

➢

”1000;2000”
Searching in intervals. Find all documents, where file sizes are between 25 KB and 200 KB

You can narrow your search by selecting multiple metadata fields.
Finally, press the Start Search
If you want to make a new search, press the Clear search

3.2. Document section
3.2.1. Upload documents and add metadata
3.2.1.1 Upload

Choose Documents in the menu line. Choose the Upload ikon. The metadata section will now show a field
and a file chooser button. Press the file chooser button to open the Windows Explorer.

Choose one or more documents you want to upload and press Open. The Filenames will show in a list below
the entry field (Press the cross to delete the document from the list). Press the Upload. Here after the
filename shows in the document list. The icon is shown with a small warning sign in

you can’t see the document, please check that the filter

the upper left corner. If

is set to “show all documents.

You can upload an unlimited amount of files in the same upload. But please consider that a huge number of
files can take several minutes to upload. When you have pressed the upload button you will see a note in
the lower left corner of the screen, which tells you the status for the uploaded files. If you want the note to
stay on the screen for more than 5 seconds, then press the pin the upper right corner. When you don’t want
to see the note anymore, just press the note, then it will disappear.
You are now ready to set the metadata on the document. If you have uploaded more than 1 file you have to
set the metadata value on each document.
3.2.1.2 Metadata

After uploading the document, metadata for that document and that document type is shown. If the
document type has to be changed, select the desired type from the drop down list of document types, and
press Save.
If there are fields which are not correctly filled or has not been completed, the fields is encircled by a red
frame. In addition, an exclamation point, in the right-hand corner of the field is set. By moving the mouse
over the exclamation mark you can see an explanation of why the area is registered as incorrect.
When metadata fields are filled out correctly and with desired content, first press Save, and then click
Accept. In some cases it will be possible to upload with incorrect or lack of data. In such situations, the
status bar displays a message that there is incomplete metadata. The message appears every time the
document is selected. By moving the mouse over the exclamation mark to the left in the status bar, you can
see a list of the metadata there are incomplete.
You can change fields that are not locked by the administrator. Fields that you cannot change is display as
shaded.

When metadata is inserted correctly, press save and then confirm, and the status bar shows that the
document is saved without error. If you save without completing the required fields a warning icon in the
missing or incorrectly filled fields is displayed and a message appears in the status bar at the bottom of the
screen.

3.2.2. Send an E-mail with links to one or more documents

If you want to send an E-mail with a link to a document then select the document and press the icon “send
email”. This will open an e-mail form in the detail section. Fill in the address field and change the text if you
want to. Then press the “Send e-mail”.

If you want to format the message further, you can use the designated icons. You can send to whole
emailing lists, groups or to individuals and external recipients. If you want to send to several people created
in ProjectWEB press “To”. After which you will be able to choose among Emailing lists, group lists and
registered contacts and individual users. After you have selected the recipients, press the right-arrow to add
them to the group of people you want to send to. If you regret the choice mark the unwanted choices and
pressing the left arrow. When the message is edited and all the recipients are selected then press send.

3.2.3. Download documents

The document list contents can either come from a folder in the directory tree, or may be the result of a
search. In both cases, a single document can be downloaded by double clicking it or by selecting the
document and then use the download icon. Once downloaded your browser will ask whether you want to
open or save the file.

3.2.4. More than one document

If you want to download several documents, select these by using the Ctrl and Shift keys while clicking on the
wanted or unwanted documents.
You can select all the documents on the current page of the document list by pressing Ctrl/A.
Pressing Ctrl/Shift/A selects all documents in all pages in the current document list.
To download the selected documents use you can use the download button. All selected documents will be
collected into a .zip archive that is presented for download when it is ready. This may take some time, if many
or big documents are selected.
3.2.5. Export documents

If you want to download documents from the document list including the file structure and / or metadata, you
must use the export files button. Documents are selected as described in the previous section.

When the requested documents are selected you activate the export feature by pressing the export icon.
First you select the form you want for the exported documents metadata: no metadata, Excel format or a
“normal” CSV format.
Then you choose whether the exported files shall reflect the entire folder structure from the projectweb, the
folders from the first shared folder or no folder structure at all.
The folder structure only makes sense if the document list is the result of a search, and the search result
includes documents from more than a single folder.

You can then change the file name for the zip file, and now you are ready to press the OK button to
generate the desired ZIP file.
When the ZIP file is complete, you can click on the link to open or save it.
3.2.6. Upload new version of marked document

Mark a document. Click on Upload new revision of the selected document in the list section. Press the browser
button , select the document you want to upload, press 'Open' and press “Upload new revision”. Then the
new version will be uploaded to the current folder and metadata from previous audits will be allocated to the
new revision.

Regarding Missing or incorrect metadata see section 3.2.1.23.2.1.2
3.2.7. Delete document

Select an unlocked document. Select Delete documents. Click the Delete button in the right section to
confirm the deletion. The document has now disappeared from the list.

3.2.8. Move document
3.2.8.1 Cut

Select an unlocked approved document. Then select Cut to move icon in the middle section

3.2.8.2 Paste

Select the folder to which you want the document to be moved. You must have write privileges to insert.
Then press Insert.
3.2.9. Create shortcut

Select an unlocked approved document. Press the Create Shortcut icon in the document section, select the
folder you want the shortcut to be placed in and that you have write access right to.
3.2.10. Paste shortcut

There are three types of shortcuts
➢
➢
➢

Static
Dynamic
Current upload

When you are in the folder where you want to place your shortcut, press one of the three icons, then file
icon is placed in the document list, with a small arrow in the lower left corner of the icon with colour
depending on the type of shortcut you have chosen.
The only difference between the three types is when uploading a new, relevant document for the family.
For the static shortcut nothing happens. The shortcut will continue to point to the same revision / version of
the document.
The dynamic shortcut is changed to a static context, while creating a new dynamic shortcut to the new
uploaded document.

Shortcut to current upload is updated to point to the always current document in the family.

3.2.11. Filter

If you want to see only a subset of the document list you can limit the list by filtering in the files. For
example if you only want to see revision 1 of all files, press the filter button and write 1 in the revision field.

3.2.12. Show current version

If you only want to see the current version press Change to 'Show current’

This will display only the current versions. If you want to see all documents again, just press the same icon.
3.3. Detail/metadata section
In the detail section the documents' metadata appears. The metadata fields number and content are defined
by each ProjectWEB administrator. There may be various metadata according to witch document type you
select.
Metadata fields may be required, locked or editable. If they are editable, the system administrator can set
requirements to correct format. If the input does not satisfy the requirements, the frame around the field
will turn red and a little blue triangle with exclamation point appears over the top right corner of the field.
This indication only disappears when the field is filled in correctly.

If the date format for instance is set to YYYY-MM-DD, the following entry 03-04-2014 causes the frame to
turn red and the triangle to be displayed. When the field is corrected to 2014-04-03 the indicators
disappears when the last digit is entered.
If the document status is set to warning or error, you can tap the message in the bottom left corner and a
notification note will be displayed. See section 2.2
3.3.1. Document type

The administrator can create different document types, each with its own set of metadata (see Section
5.2.A.3.2)
When metadata fields are filled, they can be saved by pressing the save button. If one or more fields is
incorrectly filled, the status bar will contain a message that the document is saved with errors. These may
subsequently be corrected. If there are several errors, these will be listed in a note.
3.3.2. Lock document

If you want to prevent others from overwriting a document, you can lock the document. If a document is
locked it is shown by a small lock in the lower right corner of the file icon.

3.3.3. Unlock document

If you later want to give permission to overwrite the document, select the document and press the icon for
unlock Document.
3.3.4. Set current version/revision

Select the document in the current document family, which must be the current version/revision
3.3.5. Show document notes

If you have owner rights and the ”show document notes” function is turned on by the administrator you can
create and se document notes.
3.3.6. Show document family (a document plus versions)

If you want to see in which folder the documents, in a document family is placed you can press the show
family icon. The list also shows short cut to the family.
3.3.7. Log activities

See section 5.1for activities for documents
See section 5.2 for e-mail activities

4.

MAILING LISTS

The window for mailing lists is divided into two, the listing section and a detail section.

In the List section you can create or delete mailing lists. In the detail section you can add users to your lists.
4.1.1. Create mailing lists

Press the plus icon in the list section, then it becomes possible to select which groups and / or which users
you want to add as members.

4.1.2. Delete mailing list

If you want to delete a mailing list, highlight the desired list, then press the "Delete” icon.

Finally, you have to confirm the deletion by pressing the delete button in the detail section.

4.2. External contacts
It is possible to create external contacts (people who is not related to the current ProjectWEB. The users can
be both users from other ProjectWEB or people completely outside ProjectWEB).
4.2.1. Create external contacts

If you want to create an external contact, press Create contact. Then, you have to fill out the master data of
the person. The new contact is saved by pressing OK.

4.2.2. Delete external contacts

An external contact can be deleted by pressing “delete contact”

5.

LOG

5.1. Document log
It is possible to view events for documents and mails.

A.1.1.1. Document event log
Following events will be logged in ProjectWEB:

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Upload
Upload document
Approve document
Upload new
revision/version
Approve as current
Download
Download document
Export Document
Download public
document
Create
Create shortcut to
current
Edit
Edit document
Document
Paste document
Cut document
Lock document
Unlock document
Set as current rev/ver.
Folder
Edit folder
Folder rights
Create folder
Delete folder
Subscripe
Create subscription
Delete subscription
Delete
Delete document
Delete static shortcut
Others
Save document
Show document folder
tree
Paste chortcut to
current

You can choose to see events for all folders, a specific folder or a specific folder and the folder's subfolders.
You can choose to view the events for a single person or for all.
Additionally, you can choose period.
You can turn on and off depending on what actions you want to see.
5.2. E-mail event log
You can see which emails and to whom they are sent from the current ProjectWEB by selecting EMAIL LOG.
If you press the envelope you will see the mail content. If you want to search for messages sent to a certain
person, press the filter button, after this it is possible to filter out all but the desired person.

Guidelines for Administrators
A.1 GET A GOOD START
The first user who is created in a ProjectWEB is an administrator for the Projectweb and this is the only user
the ProjectWEB operating team will create. Then it is the administrator's job to create the following users
and to give them the rights they should have. The reason for this is, that it is entirely up to the owner to
decide who has access and what rights they have. The administrator can create both other administrators
and general users. Once you are registered as an administrator you can take on both the Administrator role
and the user role.

A.1.1 Shift between roles

If you have an administrator role, it is possible to be both administrator and standard user. To switch
between the two roles press the icon Run as administrator / run as a normal user. If the icon is light blue,
the role administrator is active and thus you have access to additional features. If it is gray the ordinary
user role is active, however, you always have administrator privileges.
As an administrator, you have the responsibility to create users, assign rights, and create contact and
mailing lists.
There must be at least one administrator at each ProjectWEB.
You can change many parameters in New ProjectWEB; therefore it is a good idea to spend some time
planning the setup.
➢
➢

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Things to consider:
Start page. What should it contain?
• Home editor
• Mail Templates
Metadata
Document Types
Language
Setting up screens
Which metadata is most important to see and in what order they should appear
Should participants themselves could customize their screens and change the language

To get to the configuration image, press your own name besides the cap, and then select ProjectWEB
settings bottom left.

A.1.2 ProjectWEB Configuration
In ProjectWEB settings you can change the default settings. The settings are remembered between logins.
You can override the default settings for one or all of your own ProjectWEB. However, the administrator can
override your settings for the projectweb or lock the settings, so they no longer can be changed by users.
You can, for example, change the language settings, so that some project webs displays in English and
others in Danish.
A.1.2.1. Document types
It is possible to define document types with their own set of metadata. Document types could be Business
cases, project plans, minutes of meetings, pictures and so on. See section A.3.2
A.1.2.2. Metadata
There can be linked various metadata for each document type. You can choose standard metadata or even
create fields that are relevant to the project or any document type. Every metadata field can be created with
a data type validation rules and a label. See section A.3.1
A.1.2.3. Language
You can set the language for the entire ProjectWEB or you can let each user choose the language for their
own user interface.

A.2 PROJECT PAGE
A.2.1 Project FrontPage editor
The project FrontPage can be set up in a HTML editor, which can be activated by choosing Frontpage and
FrontPage editor

On the project FrontPage you can place for instance news, pictures or important information.

A.2.2 Mail templates

In ProjectWEB there are predefined some mail templates, which you can adjusted as you want, however, do
not remove or edit the parameters enclosed by @

It is possible to add all kinds of metadata you have defined for the document types to the mail templates.
When you are satisfied with the alteration, press the Save button. If you regret some of the changes just
delete them.

A.3 DOCUMENTS
A.3.1 Metadata definitions

A.3.1.1. Add custom metadata
It is possible to define your own metadata. After you have selected metadata definitions a page appears
with predefined metadata press the plus to add new ones.

A.3.1.2. Metadata definition name
First give the metadata definition a name, try to give the field a meaningful name for example. Description
or date e. the like, then there is no doubt about what the field is used for. REMEMBER to press OK before
proceeding with the other entries. In the detail section, you can type the name in both Danish and English.
Then the users can choose the interface they want and still have a meaningful interface.

A.3.1.2.1. Labels

This field is an information field and cannot be changed.

A.3.1.2.2. Metadata definition type

In this field you can place witch data type the field should contain. Choose between the options in the
dropdown list for instance:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Text
Date
Numbers
Dropdown lists
Etc.

A.3.1.2.3. Master List

If you have chosen the type “dropdown” you will be given a opportunity to choose a master list which the
list you is about to create should be a member off.
A.3.1.2.4. Regular expression for control

Here you can choose which validation expression you want. Press one of the predefined expressions in the
details section or if validation is not necessary, tick it in the field accept unfilled field.

A.3.1.2.5. Message for violation of validation rule

In the detail section, you can write the error message you want to display if the validation rule is not met.
A.3.1.2.6. Default value

Here you can specify a default value for the field.
A.3.1.2.7. Expressions for automatic fill

There are three possibilities, if you want the field to be filled automatically:

➢

Counting rule
If a document does not already have a number, for example, because it has just been uploaded,
there will be generated a new number. The first document is the initial value specified in the rule;
the following documents have values that one higher than the highest value found in the already
processed documents.
The format for counting rules: @IncrementRule@(startværdi)@
Example: @IncrementRule@1@ give the value 1, 2, 3…

➢

Version control rule
Version rule is said to versioned another metadata field, and works much like track roller in a
bakery. If a document does not already have a value, for example because it has just been
uploaded, a new value will be generated. The first time a particular value of the versioned metadata
field are returned it will be the initial value specified by the rule. Subsequent documents have values
that are one higher than the highest value found in the already processed documents, while
watching only the documents that have the same value on the versioned metadata field, as the
current document.
The format for the version control rule: @VersionRule@(startværdi)@(mdid)@

➢

Composition rule
A composition usually forms a value which is composed of the values of other fields of the metadata,
optionally separated by standard delimiter.
In what follows the sepN and mdN, respectively punctuation and metadata IDs are used to form the
new value.
The format for the composition rule is: @(sep1)@(md1)@(sep2)@(md2)@...@
When the rule text is split by the @ sign every second field will be a delimiter and each second field
a metadata ID.
The separator may be nothing, as shown in the following.

Example:
@@15 @ - @ 2 @ provides a value of metadata field number 15 followed by "-" followed by
the value of metadata field number 2
If the metadata 15 has the value "Christmas party" and metadata 2 has the value "jpg" this rule
would value "Christmas party-jpg"
Note: Rules delimiter (@ in the above example) cannot be included as a separator in the generated
value.
A.3.1.2.8. Column number in the list

Here you can specify in which column in the document section your new metadata field is to be placed.
A.3.1.2.9. Where to place the metadata field in the metadata section

Here you can specify, where in the metadata section, your metadata field is placed.
E.g. 1 is at the top.
Finally you have to consider,
➢

if field should to be Editable

➢

if the field should to be Multi-editable
(change metadata for various documents at a time)

➢

If the validation rule has to be met or it is indicative only

➢

Always be visible

➢

if you allow document notes

When everything is completed, save the new field by pressing OK
In the document list section you can see that the field is added where it will be located and the type of data
it contains.

A.3.2 Documents types

Administrators can create document types as needed. An administrator may determine the definition of the
document type in the ProjectWEB's context. By this definition, you can create a list of valid document types.
You create document types by opening the menu item DOCUMENTS and then select Document Types
Now you can partly see the list of already created document types, partly create or delete document types.

A.3.2.1. Create document types

First, type a name for the document type. Then the file types the document type can contain must be
added. Then press ok. The document type is shown in the list section to the left. After the list is created,
metadata fields can be mapped by clicking on Assign new metadata in the detail section to the right. Now
you can choose the metadata fields that are created in the current ProjectWEB by pressing the small arrows
besides the dropdown field. Metadata fields must be created before they can be selected and appended to a
document type.

A.3.2.2. Delete a document type
If you want delete a document type, just select the type and press Delete document type.

If you are deleting a document type which is assigned to existing documents you will be asked which
document type, the document must be in the future.
Then confirm that the document type is to be deleted by pressing the Delete button. Then the document
type is deleted.

A.4 USERS
A.4.1 Create users

When new users are to be created in the current ProjectWEB press the plus icon “Add a new user” and fill
out with the mail address in the field to the right. Press Enter. If the user is created in other Project Webs
displays the user's master data otherwise, you have to enter the information.
The information is stored by pressing ok.
Now the user can be set as an administrator, or/and Document administrator.

An ProjectWEB administrator can manage the entire project i.e.
➢
➢
➢
➢

create
create
create
create

and delete users, including assigning rights and join in groups
and delete groups and mailing lists
document types and metadata fields
and delete subprojects

An Document administrator can manage documents i.e.
➢

create document types and metadata fields

When the roles are assigned, press OK. The Status bar displays, that the changes are saved.
Now, the user needs to know that he / she have access. This is done by pressing the Invite button
If you want to see the mail, that is sent to the user select “See invitation” to the right. This displays the mail
text. As seen in the picture below, the user has 7 days to accept the invitation. If the limit is exceeded, the
user must be re-invited.

A.4.2 Upload file with users
When starting a new one ProjectWEB there are often many users to be created. This can easily be done by
importing a file. First, press the icon “Upload a file with users”, then you can download a template for
completion by clicking on the link 'Get template to use import'. You should be aware that the format must
be absolutely correct, if you choose to create the file yourself.

The template looks like this:
ProjectWEB Import Users; PW Navn;;;;
Email; FirstNames;Surname;Address;Phone1;Phone2
Example:
AUUE – BygningD;ANE@RAMBOLL:DK;Annette;Einfeldt;Hannemanns alle;+45516615278;+4551615298
AUUE – BygningD;MR@RAMBOLL:DK;Morten;Raasted;;+45516615298;
AUUE – BygningD;KHLH@RAMBOLL:DK;Klaus Møller;Hansen;;;

The “PWName” is replaced with the name of the ProjectWEB. Remove the three user examples and insert
the new users' e-mail address, first name, last name, address, telephone 1 and telephone. 2, each value
should be followed by a semicolon.
It is very important, that the format is followed exactly.

When the file is completed you can upload it by selecting the “Upload a file with users” and then upload the
file. Users are then automatically created in your projectweb.
A.4.3 Show user information

Here you can see a user's master data, which rights they have and what groups they are members of

A.4.4 Delete user access
If a user no longer needs access to the current project web, highlight the user and select delete user access.
Then confirm with the remote.

A.4.5 Folder access (user view)

You can see a user's rights by pressing the “Folder access” icon (user view). This will display the folders the
selected user has rights to.

Rights are showed by color codes.

You can change back to th user detail view by pressing the “User detail” icon
A.4.5.1. Read permission
If you have reader rights you can read and download documents.
A.4.5.2. Write permission
If you have write access to a folder, you have, besides read right permission, also the right to upload to the
folder. Now all who has at least read right can see the documents, but only the user who uploaded the
document, and all users with owner right, or more, has the ability to delete or upload new versions of the
document. This means that a folder can contain many documents uploaded by several users. The document
owner can manage own documents while others only can view the documents.
A.4.5.3. Owner permission
If you have owner permission to a folder, you can upload, delete and modify metadata to all documents in
the folder. You can also create subfolders and assign rights to the folder
A.4.5.4. Administrator permission
Currently offer administrator rights same opportunities as owner rights.

A.4.6 Folder access (administrator view)

Here administrator to get an overview of how the user's rights is composed.
The category with the highest qualification will be penetration rewarding.
E.g. if a user belongs to a group that has write access (group access), and this group is a member of
another group that has administrator access (indirect group access), the user will have administrator rights.
The last category shows the rights of all users have to the folder. Again, if the example group has read
access, and the group "all users" have write access, the user will have write access.

A.4.7 Copy group membership from one user to another
The button “copy the user groups” can easily copy a user's group memberships to another user, and thus
give another user access to the same folder as the first.

A.5 GROUPS
A.5.1 Create groups

Click New Group. Then you will get the opportunity to enter the Group information:

Tap New Group. Now you can enter the Group information:
Give the group a name and select the type of group to be.
Then, add members. This is done by selecting a user from the user list, and then press the right-facing
arrow. You can also add other groups this is done by selecting a group in the list of groups and there after
press the right-facing arrow next to the group list. Finally press Save. The group will then appear in the
group list in the left half of the image.

A.5.2 Delete Group

Select the group you want to delete. Then press Delete group. Finally accept the deletion by pressing
Delete.

A.5.3 Group details
If you select group details

You can see the group's master data and the groups and individuals, who are members of the group.

A.5.4 Folder access for groups

See section A.4.6

A.5.5 Folder access (administrator view)

See section A.4.5

A.6 MANAGER
The Manager module is used to create and see sub-projectwebs

If the projectweb is a master projectweb you can create one or mere sub-projectweb.

A.6.1 Create a sub projectweb
You have to give the new Projectweb a name and consider when the password must be changed, Then,
specify how long the password must be (number of characters) and finally how high safety, that must be in
the password
If password lifetime is set to 0 the users never have to change their passwords
Finally, save the information. Now in the right section you can set the start time and copy folders, users and
groups from other projectwebs. The list of Projectwebs contains Projectwebs to witch you have administrator
rights. Now you just have to order and wait while the sub projectweb is created. (Approximately 5 min.)

A.6.2 Close a sub projectweb

If you want to close a projectweb for a while then go to the manager menu. Choose the sub projectweb you
want to close and press close. Now you can select a date when the project should close. Then order the
closing in the detail section.

A.6.3 Reopen a sub projectweb

When you want to reopen the project just press the open icon, set the date for opening and order the
opening.
A.6.4 Delete sub projectweb

In the manager module point to the sub projectweb you want to delete. Close the project and then press
delete. Enter when you want the deletion to take place and then order.

